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What made you want to continue to protest and stand up for people after being arrested so 
many times? I wanted to know why because so many people would have gave up after going to 
jail several of time knowing that they would continue going if they kept doing the same action 
that causing them to go jail to just read about the amount of time he went to jail is crazy 
because it shows the amount jail he never really fully gave up his dream. The reason why i'm 
interested in this subject is to know some of his sacrifices and the hard work Martin Luther King 
put in to help this society be better place where we all could be look at equally and to know that 
he was only 15 years old in college to having to one day lead thousands of people to control 
their emotion and just protest without any violence shows the type of leader he was all around 
the world . It also relates to today's society on how black people are being treated differently by 
police officers because of the color of their skin. It's just that people are using violence in today's 
world for change and thinking that destroying their own people's property will allow the president 
and congress to know that change needs to happen but little do they know using violence for 
change will not help them to listen. I'm expected to find some of his leadership skills that 
contribute him to leading people to the right path for changes in this country and his ability to 
speak up to tell thousands of people to march for justice without using violence with violence. 
Also some of his toughest sacrifices he had to face when telling his i have to dream speech to 
the whites that didn't approve of the things he was saying  that needed to be changed in the 
world . If I can't find something that doesn't match my hypothesis, I find a new way that explains 
what I'm trying to know more about by going to different articles to test if it fits on the thing I'm 
trying to know about. A way I could use work that doesn't fit is trying to find a way that possibly 
makes a little bit sense to explain it  by using different sources that could potentially support it 
with some  details. 

 

“From Boy to Hero.” Scholastic News -- Edition 2, vol. 59, no. 4, Jan. 2003, p. 4. EBSCOhost, 

In the magazine article the author explains Martin Luther King Jr childhood background and how 
he used to like to sing and read. While king was young he had a white friend who he played 
baseball but one of his friends' mother told them that with each other anymore because King 



was black as King being young he really don't understand why him and friend cant with each 
other anymore so he really didn't know that racism was going on at the time. King's mother 
knew that the laws that are made were unfair and not right. As king being little his mother told 
him don't ever forget he just like everyone else is, do to the fact that the law was made for black 
to treated differently from whites was tough because blacks and whites could be able to be in 
the same store together and  kids wasn't allow to be in the same school and park together. King 
started reading African American leaders books. He started understanding everything that is 
going on in the world as King started to grow to become a leader he knew changed needs to 
happen in the world he felt like everyone should be treated the same no matter their skin color 
of your skin. Martin Luther King  knew racism needed to end so he led a march to Washington 
D.C so congress could hear what needed to change in the world. 

This magazine article gave me an understanding of Martin Luther King's child growing up and 
not being able to have a good childhood because black people were being treated the same 
cause of their skin color. As racism was still going  as a young kid and not being able to play 
with your friend or go to the same school, parks as them was hard for King because he didn't 
know what was happening in the world. However, it was tough for King's mother because she 
had to watch her son go through this without him knowing what was happening. King started 
reading  books and understanding what is happening. So as King got older he knew that it 
wasn't  right for blacks to be treated differently because of the color of their skin. As king 
became a leader he would led people to march for change to end discrimination in the world. 

To quotes that stand out to me is: 

"Martin's mother sat him down on her lap. she said you're as good as anyone else don't forget 
that."This quote means that no matter the skin color we all are the same." 

One day the friend's mother said, '' You boys can't play together anymore. It was because 
Martin was blackand his friend was white.” This quote means that the color of King’s skin was 
the cause of him to not be able to play with a white friend. 

 

Eric J. Sundquist and Mark. "kings Dream" published 2009 

The author's purpose of  "King Dream" was to show the audience the way a black African man 
who was born on January 15, 1929 named Martin Luther King jr who became a civil right activist 
but had goals to make the country better. One of his goals was to end segregation in America 
and the rest of the world he felt like the opportunity was different  from white because they were 
allow to have more jobs opportunities than blacks and overall treated better then they were and 
he didn't like that he wanted people to have freedom so he would bring everyone from to his 
church and discusses a movement that will allow people listen so he would tell them no violence 
will be use protesting. The main point of "King's Dream" was to have a movement that will allow 
people to listen to the things that need to be changed to make the world a better place so he 
knew that he needed to end segregation. King's goal was for black to have job opportunities and 



voting rights. King was not a believer of violence in protesting he felt like if used violence it 
would only allow chaos and that would allow people to not listen, he never lost faith to ability to 
achieve something he wanted to be done . 

Yes I believe the claim because Martin Luther King wanted everyone to be looked at equally no 
matter their skin color. King wanted black Africa Americans to have the same opportunities as a 
white person did and he felt like the color of their skin should not justify why they shouldn't. 
Although  Martin Luther King didn't accomplish all his dreams before his death he completed the 
ones that were most important for this world. I don't understand why would Martin Luther King 
put himself in so much danger in front of thousands of people who he doesn't know if they like 
him or not with the lack of security guards that could protect him. Another information I would 
like to know about King is what inspired him to make a “I Have A Dream '' speech .One thing I 
would like to ask the author is how did you feel after writing "King Dream '' and knowing how 
much he sacrificed to help us today? After reading this it  gave me an understanding on my 
research question that Martin Luther King Never gave up on his dreams. 

Two quotes that i think was important: 

“ I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the true meaning of its creed.” 
This quote means that one day everyone will be looked at equally no matter the color of their 
skin. 

“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal.” This quote means that 
all men should have the same opportunities no matter the color of their skin. 

 

 KNIGHT, TIMOTHY A., and RUFUS BURROW JR. “Martin Luther King Jr.’s Doctrine of 
Nonviolence and South Africa.” Western Journal of Black Studies, 

In the article the author talks about Martin Luther king's hard work on making a change in the 
world but the leader in South Africa wanted his help to stop racism because they saw the way 
he led in the civil right movement in the United States. It also talks about how he sacrificed his 
life to thousands of people standing up saying to tell them some of the things that needed to be 
done to eventually one day  help make this world a better place. King believed that being 
nonviolent will help them to listen without policies using violence towards them even though he 
wanted a nonviolence movement some people wouldn't agree with him but he will tell them it 
would make no sense to use violence because he knew that when people used violence in 
Alabama didn't work it was only right to use nonviolence for it to work so he knew it would 
differently help people to listen and understand him more even in a white country of South Africa 
where blacks weren't being treated the same as whites. King was a big believer of god so he 
would tell people that one day this country will rise up and that god will help this world  be a 
better place. Martin Luther King was a big influence on African leaders like Lutuli,Tutu, and 
Boesak; they would vouch on king theory on not using violence to protest. King would speak 
powerfully on the racism that is happening although king was protesting for change there he 



was getting arrested for the movement but he knew that he couldn't give up the chance for a 
change in South Africa. 

This article gave me a better understanding of the purpose of why Martin Luther King was such 
a great leader to society because everyone respected him and even the leader in Africa looked 
up to him and they understood his theory on nonviolence that will allow them to listen. I like that 
the fact that King told people using violence would not allow the people and congress to listen to 
what they have to say if they use violence to show that a change needed to happen so he would 
tell them to come peacefully with no violence so they could hear them. I felt like this would be a 
good example for today's world on the police brutality that is happening in today's world 
because this would show the people that using violence can't help solve for change and the only 
way that they would listen is if you come out protesting with no violence. 

 Two quotes that i think was important;  

“Baldwin painted a clear picture of King’s influence on African leaders such as Lutuli (King’s 
contemporary), Tutu, and Boesak.” This quote means that Kind inspired the leaders in Africa. 

“King believed that nonviolent resistance worked best in democratic nations, where there is 
freedom of speech, freedom of the press, and freedom of assembly.” This quote means that the 
only way they would listen if you protest peacefully without anyone getting hurt. 

 

Coretta Scott King, widow of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., delivers a speech during the 1988 
Democratic National Convention 

In the video in Coretta Scott King tells thousands of people about King's dreams that he wanted 
to happen in America because of the way black African American people are being treated. 
Coretta talks about how the i have to dream speech was iconic in America it was like a sound 
hope that delivers the message that change needed to happen and someday it will happen,also 
talks about the way Martin Luther King bought millions of people to have hope that one way 
people come together. Martin Luther King had a big hope of change. He wanted all of us to 
have freedom and everyone to be looked at equally to each other no matter the color of your 
skin. Coretta talks about the way the king delivered a message that inspired people in different 
country's to want change,during the civil rights movement the king woke up people in America 
for equality. The way King persuaded his dream reminded people that  today's dream could be 
tomorrow because he would push himself so hard for something to change. Coretta talks about 
how Martin Lutheer king brought people who gave up on the political process to join him to 
believe. She explains how Martin Luther King was a big motivation influencer to Medger Evers, 
Bobby Kennedy and others and  that made them sacrifice and give their life to pursue King's 
dreams. 

After watching the video a gave me a better understanding on how great Martin Luther King was 
to the people In America because it shows that the path that he was taking was lending people 
to having a dream and to continuing to pursue it. As I watched the video the way King was a 



leader shows me why a lot of people from all around the world look up to him and started 
following his footsteps for change. Also for him to have a speech that brought new hopes to 
millions of people in America that one day everything will be different where people are going to 
be looked at equally shows the leader he was. Kings dreams allowed people in the world to 
believe that their dreams could happen anytime of day if they sacrifice and work hard to achieve 
it because Martin Luther King had to sacrifice a lot of things to allow him to achieve some of his 
dreams to happen in America. 

Two important things from the video is: 

“Martin's dream was embraced by many Americans, some like Medger Evers John and Bobby 
Kennendy and countless others who sacrificed their lives to pursue his dream.” This means that 
the king was a big influencer to the people in the country and that allowed them to continue his 
dream. 

“Luther King jr's leadership of the civil right movement awakened the conscience of America and 
achieved great victories.” This means the way he led people as a leader allowed him 
accomplish his goals.  

In conclusion after researching on Martin Luther King i learned a lot on the the way he 
encourage others to having a dream and to purse it even if it gets difficult, also the way he will 
push himself to continue marching knowing what will happen if he continue try to make a 
change in the world although they was trying to stop him he still didn't give up . One thing that 
surprised me about King was the fact that he still continued to protest after being arrested so 
many times for something that was right.  Another thing that surprise me about king is the way 
he presented himself and his ability to make a speech that allow thousands of people to have a 
sound of hope that will allow congress to listen to him with a peaceful protect is incredible.I feel 
like everything i research is important because it could relate to today's world on the way black 
people are being treated by cops was the same situation King was going through and the only 
way that will allow the people to listen is have a peaceful protest that will allow them to not use 
violence but to listen. Another thing I felt like was important is the way he shows that you should 
never give up on your dream even if it could get difficult or hard to achieve and still continue 
working on it even though people might bring you down, don't let that stop you from your goal, 
still continue pushing. I think the people who never heard about him should want to know about 
Martin Luther King because it will show them he had a lot of things he was going through trying 
help this country and all the sacrifices he had to go through everyday of his life in front of 
thousands of people who some don't like him to help to bring life to this world . The people who 
sometimes want to give up should want to know about King's background and his life journal 
because it would possibly show them a sign of hope to continue pushing even when it could get 
hard still continue fighting through it so eventually one day it could happen. The amount of time 
King went to jail to make change a lot of people would have stopped trying but for him to 
continue marching for change shows that anything is possible if you keep your mind into it. 

 


